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MRCET culture is highlighted by the amazing event of Thanks-giving arranged by 

students of final year, expressing their gratitude and honor to the supreme art of the faculty 

awakening the joy in them through creative and innovative knowledge shaping their personality 

and thoughts. 

Beyond just sharing activities, an arena is provided for the students and teachers to share their 

thoughts and experiences. Participants find it to be a fun and interesting way to exchange ideas, 

customs, and other cross-cultural issues. This platform renders a great support to both faculties 

and students to develop their potentials and embrace their strengths.  

The future of mankind lies in the hands of ambitious teachers rather than the new 

technological inventions and scientific breakthroughs. This day is one of the best opportunities 

for the students to express their appreciation towards the way someone selflessly works hard and 

contributes immensely to help them shine out as brilliant individuals. 

The day started with the speeches of Priyanka and Divya, student co-ordinators for that 

event. They thanked Mr. Dr.V.S.K Reddy, Principal, MRCET, a distinguished personality and 

a stunning model for the vital post of a Principal, who takes every staff and student into 

confidence with his own specialized way of communication, and is unique in his thirst for 

excellence. 

The Mr. Dr.MuraliKrishna, Dean of Academics, proficient in academic 

correspondence, followed by Mrs. Dr. D. Sujatha, Hod of CSE, for providing accessibility that 

paved ways for new horizons and dimensions, followed by Mr.Prof. K Kailasa Rao sir, 

Director of CSE and Dean placements, for lending tremendous support during placements and 

academics. 

They thanked all the faculty members for grooming them by opening the frontiers of 

knowledge, revealing new horizons of change, broadening their mindsets and for creating 

positive attitudes that helped them to excel. They thanked each and every member of MRCET 

who contributed for the curricular and extra-curricular activities held in campus that helped in 

moulding them.  

It was followed by a delicious lunch and photo-sessions cherishing all the old memories. 

Faculty members gave the vote of thanks. Get geared up to face challenges in your life with 

strong confidence and belief. It is your belief, courage, patience and hard work which will surely 



lead you ahead and give you a bright future. Our good wishes are always with you and we wish 

you all the best.  

A nice line for the students that is well said by the Albert Einstein: 

“Try not to become a person of success, but rather try to become a person of value.” 

 

 

 

 



 

 


